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For feedback OR product analysis for your product, please write at prashantseth@fieo.org

INtErNAtIONAL AND DIGItAL MArkEtING
A group of expert faculties helped

participants to get a clear picture and
understanding of international
markets and the kind of products to
be exported. They spoke during a 6-
day comprehensive course on Learn
with FIEO—International Marketing
Strategy and Digital Marketing held
between June 15 and 20, 2020 online.

The course covered subjects 
such as:
� International marketing strategy

for your chosen product.
� Screening, identification and

selection of foreign markets.
� Identifying potential buyers and

reaching them through
international channel.

� Pricing decision for international
market.

� Rise and boost to international
trade through e-commerce and
digital marketing.

Dr Rajendra Prasad Sharma,
Professor, IIFT, Kolkata took the
sessions on international marketing
strategy for your chosen product and
screening, identification and selection
of foreign markets. He said that the
present time is for total reinvention of
business strategy and thought
process since there is unprecedented
change in the consumer behaviour
where business practices are being
challenged. He advocated the practice
of curative marketing wherein being a
solution provider to the buyer will

have a long lasting impact in the
business relationship. While explaining
the method of finding markets, Dr
Sharma gave hands on experience by
showing various marketing tools to
mitigate risks and selection of overseas
markets.

Dr Gautam Dutta, Professor, IIFT,
Kolkata by using various calculations
and statistics explained the
methodology of identifying potential
buyer and doing the price calculation.

Mr Sumit Kanu from ILEX Academy,
Delhi gave an in-depth presentation
wherein he explained that global value
chain will re-orient due to the

pandemic and it will reverse
globalization and create regional
supply chains. Keeping in mind the
pandemic and the changing pattern of
spending of organizations for
marketing, he shared a strategy which
will lead to qualified leads. Mr Kanu
also spoke on how Linkedin can help
in marketing overseas and finding
buyers.

In the concluding session, Dr Ajay
Sahai, DG & CEO, FIEO, gave an
overview of the global trade scenario
in current situation. He also interacted
with the participants to understand the
ground level challenges faced by the
exporters.

Dr Ajay Sahai, DG & CEO interacting with the participants




